What You Need to Know About the Interstate Compact Against Corporate Tax Giveaways

State legislators in 13 states have filed legislation to form an interstate compact against the use of tax incentives to entice corporations to move from one location to another.
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The compact aims to fix the prisoner’s dilemma of state economic development: State lawmakers feel compelled to offer tax incentives and other giveaways to large corporations to move, invest, and supposedly create jobs because every other state does it. By instituting a cease-fire amongst the states, the compact can foster the development of more impactful, equitable, and cost-effective economic policies that focus on small businesses and the real needs of communities.

1. WHAT IS AN INTERSTATE COMPACT AGAINST CORPORATE TAX INCENTIVES?

A legislative fix to prevent states from using targeted corporate tax incentives to poach corporate facilities from other states. Each state that approves the compact agrees to not use tax breaks or other monetary incentives to entice corporations located in any other state that also joins the compact, and also agrees to a set of data-sharing practices that will bring more transparency and accountability to a public policy area lacking both. It’s a step toward a full cessation of all company-specific incentives.
2. BACK UP: WHAT’S A CORPORATE TAX INCENTIVE?

A tax break or other monetary benefit given to a specific company in order for it to open a new facility or maintain a current one, create or retain jobs, or undertake other actions that supposedly have wider community benefits. These can take many forms, such as reducing property taxes, providing tax credits per job created, or simply giving a cash grant to a corporation in exchange for certain actions. They’re problematic policies, which research shows to be ineffective at achieving their main purpose: creating jobs and boosting economic growth. They also foster corruption and take money away from programs and services that would benefit more people. Finally, their administration is often secretive, undermining local democracies.

3. THAT SEEMS BAD. IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THESE DEALS ARE GOOD FOR THE ECONOMY?

There is not. Reams of research, in fact, have shown that corporate tax incentives have a negligible effect on economic growth, job creation, or incomes. As Prof. Richard Florida put it, “there is virtually no association between economic development incentives and any measure of economic performance.”

Most of the time, incentives don’t entice corporate leaders to do anything they wouldn’t have done anyway, as location decisions are based on several other business factors, such as workforce requirements, supply chains, and other local laws. According to Tim Bartik of the Upjohn Institute, between 75 and 98 percent of granted incentives have no bearing on where a firm ultimately chooses to locate.

4. OK, BUT DO THEY HAVE CONCRETE HARMs?

Yup. Incentives take money out of communities that governments could have used on other things. This is particularly problematic for local schools: Since many incentives reduce a corporation’s property taxes—and property taxes are the primary way in which American schools are funded—school budgets tend to bear the brunt of these
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revenue changes. In 2018, corporate tax reductions cost U.S. schools a collective $1.8 billion—and that’s only accounting for what was disclosed.6

Incentives can also exacerbate economic inequities.7 In Kansas City, for example, officials were granting more incentives—and therefore taking more money out of schools—in predominantly minority neighborhoods.8 In and around Chicago, an investigation revealed that leaders in communities with higher numbers of minority residents were giving Amazon far more than those in predominantly white neighborhoods for similar facilities.9

Finally, these giveaways disproportionately benefit big corporations, giving them an advantage over small, local businesses that don’t receive the same level of state support.10 A 2015 study of incentives in 14 states by Good Jobs First found that 90 percent of the money went to large corporations.11

5. THAT SEEMS BAD. HOW PREVALENT ARE THESE INCENTIVES?

It’s hard to get an exact number because many states and municipalities aren’t good about disclosing how much they spend on incentives, but estimates put the total amount at about $30-40 billion per year.12 Some have even put it as high as nearly $90 billion.13 That’s tens of billions of dollars each year that can’t go to support schools, infrastructure, or other public services. Every state participates in one way or another.

6. THAT SEEMS LIKE A LOT! HOW DID THAT HAPPEN?

Corporate tax breaks date back to the earliest days of the U.S. The first recorded one went to Alexander Hamilton for a failed manufacturing campus in 1791.14 The modern era of corporate tax break competition, though, can be traced back to the post-World
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War II era, when southern states wanted to diversify their economies. In a tactic pioneered by Mississippi Gov. Hugh White, southern states would use tax incentives to entice northern manufacturing plants to move south, a strategy known as “smokestack chasing.” This strategy has proliferated across the country.

7. WHAT ARE SOME RECENT EXAMPLES?

Amazon’s search for subsidies to open a new division headquarters, dubbed HQ2, and the subsidies the Taiwanese manufacturer Foxconn received and Wisconsin’s subsidies for Taiwanese manufacturer Foxconn received the most press attention, but these deals are everywhere. In terms of the direct poaching of companies from other states that the compact would initially outlaw, a recent example is Goldman Sachs exploring “tax advantages” with local officials in return for moving a division from New York to Florida.

8. SO WHY DO THESE ARRANGEMENTS KEEP OCCURRING?

Because they’re very good for politicians. Political scientist Nathan Jensen, currently at the University of Texas–Austin, and his colleagues found that governors receive a “vote bonus” for engaging in dealmaking with corporate incentives. “We find strong evidence that voters, especially independents, are more likely to vote for incumbent politicians who use tax incentives to attract investment,” they wrote in a 2013 study.

The same holds true at the local level, as Jensen found that elected mayors use more incentives than unelected city managers, because they thought it was good politically.

Incentives allow political leaders to accrue useful electoral capital: positive local press coverage, talking points for speeches about the economy, and campaign contributions. Consequently, governors’ use of incentives increases during years in which they are up for re-election. This is a political problem, not an economic one.
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9. HOW DOES THE COMPACT GET AROUND THOSE ISSUES?

By removing the potential political penalty for any one state ending its programs unilaterally. Since states agree to mutual cease-fires, no single elected leader has to sit idly by while other states engage in dealmaking around her. Kansas and Missouri implemented a version of this in 2019 to prevent corporations from moving across the greater Kansas City metro area—which straddles both states—in order to claim incentives. The compact aims to bring that solution nationwide.

10. HOW DOES THE COMPACT GO INTO EFFECT?

It depends on the specific bill in each state, but generally there is a trigger in the legislation, whether that is every other state, a subset of states in a particular region, or any one other individual state joining the compact. Importantly, though, the terms of the compact only apply to states that have joined. States do not have to refrain from using incentives to entice businesses from non-compact states.

11. HAVE THERE EVER BEEN OTHER INTERSTATE COMPACTS?

Many! Though the most well-known compact is the National Popular Vote Compact for abolishing the Electoral College, which hasn’t gone into effect, there are currently more than 200 active interstate compacts. States belong to an average of 25 apiece, and they cover a range of topics, from water and flood management to crime control to common licensing regimes for lawyers and doctors.

12. SOUNDS GREAT! HOW DO I GET INVOLVED?

Contact your state legislators and ask them to introduce a bill to have your state join the compact. And then lobby your state legislature and your governor to pass it and sign it into law.
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The American Economic Liberties Project is a non-profit and non-partisan organization fighting against concentrated corporate power to secure economic liberty for all. We do not accept funding from corporations. Contributions from foundations and individuals pay for the work we do.